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SEWING MACHINES

flat bed sewing machine

monobloc sewing machine

specialized sewing machine

bobbins quantity

number of needle

needle specification

needle gauge

bight width

medium material

heavy duty

over edge width

over edge stitch length

vertical hook, standard

vertical hook, large

vertical hook, extra large

horizontal hook, standard

horizontal hook, large 

standard CB hook

large CB hook

chain stitch looper

bottom feed

top feed

needle feed

differential bottom feed

bottom feed and variable top feed

machine with edge trimmer

thread wiper

thread nipper device

thread trimmer

automatic needle positioning

backtacking system

automatic presser foot lift

take up lever stroke stitch 

length

hight of presser lift

speed 

length of presser lift

auto suction

lock

weight

dimentions

button size

button holes gauge

power

single moving knife

double moving knife

Dear Customers

We invite you to read the latest SGGEMSY sewing machines catalogue.
SGGEMSY brand belongs to Zhejiang Shanggong Gem Sewing Technology Co. Ltd. group, which is a leading producer 
of sewing machines at the global market. In addition to SSGEMSY, the group owns renowned and leading brands, 
such as: Durkopp Adler, Pfaff, Mauser Special, KSL, Richpeace. SGGEMSY machines constitute supplement to the offer, 
especially for the light and semi-heavy clothes producers. 

Our offer includes quilting machines, overlock sewing machines, chain stitch sewing machines and specialist 
machines. All of them are produced on the basis of energy-efficient solutions, with care for environment. As a result 
of experience and access to state-of-the-art technologies, our products are characterised by high quality, consistent 
operation, improved efficiency and use ergonomics. Despite all of this advantages, we managed to keep the price 
low, while at the same time maintaining the quality of our products. Thanks to complex technical facilities, including 
standalone research laboratory and assembly lines where all components are processed, we have foundation for the 
further development and introduction of new sewing technologies.

The official importer of SGGEMSY machines, Contec Sp. z o.o., together with the chain of distributors, ensures proper 
sales service and after sales service. We guarantee our clients an access to consumables, spare parts, service and 
documentation. We look forward to long-standing cooperation ensuring success, contentment and satisfaction 
resulting from a good decision to purchase SGGEMSY machines.

Join in us, sewing in future.
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine. This serie is an economic integrated control box, panel, servo 
motor sewing machines, equipped with LED makes work more comfortable, optional auto thread trimmer model or large hook 
model to improve efficiency

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine

SG
SG SERIES

8801E
8801E1

semi-oil lubrication needle bar

machine series blank: common model
B: large hook

E: energy saving, Direct Drive
E1: energy saving, Direct Drive, thread trimmer

subclass

H: heavy duty
ML: towel material 

LED lightning Two times large hook (optional) Integrated control system

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine. This serie is an integrated control box, panel, servo motor sewing 
machines, with optional device as auto presser lifter, auto bird’s nest prevention etc, that sews graceful, high-quality seams on 
many kinds of fabric such as shirts, suits, leisure pants, jeans, down coats etc. 

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine

SG SERIES8957CE4-Y

semi-oil lubrication needle bar LED lightning two times large hook (optional) integrated control system

machine series subclass

A: high configuration 
C: standard configuration

3: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper
4: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper, presser foot lift

E: Direct drive, integrated

blank: common model
B: large hook

H: heavy duty
ML: towel material 

BESTSELLER

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine 

SG SERIES8960CE4
Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine. With function of auto –trimmer, backtacking, tension, auto 
presser foot lifter. Option function. Double motive knife, with shorter thread after thread  timmer.

intuitive panel closed oil reservoir, avoid oil  
leakage waste oil

double motive  knife cut design, 
cut the thread under the needle, 
patent.

Length of thread is only 3 mm, 
no need to manually cut

5

7

5

7

DBX1#14

DPX5#18

DBX1#14

DPX5#18

5000

4000

5000

4000

705X272X600

38/45

39/46

38/45

39/46

38/45

39/46

38/45

39/46

38/45

39/46

38/45

39/46

SG 8960ME3 SG 8960ME3

SG 8960ME4 SG 8960ME4

SG 8960ME3-H SG 8960ME3-H

SG 8960ME4-H SG 8960ME4-H

SG 8960ME3-B SG 8960ME3-B

SG 8960ME4-B SG 8960ME4-B

SG 8960ME3-D SG 8960ME3-DC C

SG 8960ME4-D SG 8960ME4-DC C

SG 8960ME3-H-DC SG 8960ME3-H-DC 

SG 8960ME4-H-D SG 8960ME4-H-DC C

SG 8960ME3-B-D SG 8960ME3-B-DC C

SG 8960ME4-B-D SG 8960ME4-B-DC C

8960 M E3 DCH
machine series M: megnetic feeding

E3: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper
E4: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper, presser foot lift

DC: Double motive cut

blank: common model
B: large hook

H: heavy duty
ML: towel material 

ECO 

NEW!
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated semi-oil lubrication automatic thread trimmer (needle bar feeding / bottom feeding) lockstitch sewing machine.           
This serie is an integrated control box, panel, servo motor semi-oil lubricated sewing machines, with spacious operating room. 
Optional equipped as inset presser lifter, auto bird’s nest prevention etc, that sews graceful, high-quality seams on many high 
grade fabric such as shirts, suits, jackets, down coats etc.

Integrated semi-oil lubrication automatic thread trimmer  
(needle bar feeding / bottom feeding) lockstitch sewing machine

SG
SG SERIES

9310
9320

machine series blank: common model

E: energy saving, Direct Drive

10: needle bar feeding series
20: bottom feeding series 

H: heavy duty

semi-oil lubrication needle bar needle bar feeding large operating clearance bobbin brake device

3: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper
4: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper,presser foot lift

BESTSELLER

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication:

Integrated double needle lockstitch machine  
with automatic thread trimmer

SG SERIES8451

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated double needle lockstitch machine with automatic thread trimmer. Motor DIRECT DRIVE  guarantees quiet and reliable 
operation and lower power consumption.  “DRY” Oil Pan System (oil pan which does not use oil)-this solution guarantees lower 
oil consumption, better lubrication of the machine mechanisms and less risk of contamination system contamination. In standard 
option: automatic needle positioning, thread trimmer, thread wiper, bartack electromagnetic foot lifter, full programable panel. 

machine series blank: common model

E: Direct Drive motor

21:standard hook
51: large hook

H: heavy duty

semi-oil lubrication needle bar gauge from 3.2 to 9.5 integrated, intuitive panel 

3: Thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper

closed oil reservoir, avoid oil  
leakage waste oil

84 51

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated super high speed (energy-saving Direct Drive) overlock sewing machine. This model is an integrated energy-saving 
direct drive, super high speed overlock sewing machine. Direct drive needle bar is suitable for sewing uniform, pajama, sports 
wear etc. medium and heavy duty material. The design of integrated control system and machine body saves the room and lower 
down the energy consumption. Optional device of auto trimmer, auto presser lifter etc. can improve the sewing performance.

5

Integrated super high speed (energy-saving Direct Drive) overlock sewing machine

SG SERIES7720E

0,1-3,6

Direct Drive motor higher  performance in sewing 
heavy duty

more reliable spare parts ensure 
higher performance

LED lightning

machine series blank: common model
E: DIrect Drive motor
E1: DIrect Drive motor and thread trimmer

blank: common model
H: heavy duty

3: three thread
4: four thread
5: five thread

BESTSELLER

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Integrated automatic thread trimmer
lockstitch sewing machine

SG SERIES7810E4

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Integrated automatic thread trimmer lockstitch sewing machine. With function of auto-trimmer, backtacking, tension,  auto presser 
foot lifter. Option function: double motive knife,  with shorter thread after thread trimmer.

optional pneumatic foot lift Three light sensors Integrated control box(with 
voice) USB connection

781 4 E4

machine series P: Electrical model
E: pneumatic model

blank: medium material
H: Heavy duty
XH: Extra heavy duty

3: three thread
4: four thread
5: five thread

E4: Auto Sewing auto presser lifter, auto thread trimmer, auto sucion
(optional in electrical&pneumatic model)

E    H

SG 7813E4-

SG 7813E4-

SG 7813E4-E E

SG 7814E4-

SG 7814E4-

SG 7814E4-E E

SG 7815E4- SG 7815E4-E E

SG 7815E4-EH SG 7815E4-EH

P

ECO 

SG 7815E4-P

SG 7815E4-P

P

H

5

1

1

4

4/6

5/8

5/10

4

4/6

5/8

5/10

3

4

5

5

3

4

5

5

5.5

6

5.5

6

5.5

6

5.5

6

SG 7813E4- SG 7813E4-

SG 7814E4- SG 7814E4-P P

SG 7815E4- SG 7815E4-P P

SG 7815E4- SG 7815E4-P P

P P

H

B27#11

B27#14

B27#14

B27#18

B27#11

B27#14

B27#14

B27#18

6500

6500

6500

6000

6500

6500

6500

6000

29/36.5

NEW!
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Computer-controlled, direct drive, super high speed, overlock sewing machine. This model is suitable for the material from 
medium to heavy duty, equipped with the function as auto sewing, auto thread trimmer, auto presser lifter, auto thread suction etc.  
Auto model, semi-auto model, manual model can be chosen for different sewing process requirement.

Computer-controlled, Direct Drive, super high speed, overlock sewing machine

SG SERIES7910E

LED& manual thread trimmer 
switch

three light sensors optional for magnetic optional for pneumatic

machine series blank: standard model/pneumatic  model
D: Electrical model

blank: common model
H: Heavy duty
XH: Extra heavy duty

3: three thread
4: four thread
5: five thread

D: Direct Drive motor
D3: Auto sewing, auto presser lifter, auto thread trimmer
(electrical model only)
D4: Auto sewing, auto presser lifter, auto thread trimmer, auto suction

ECO 

BESTSELLER
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SEWING MACHINES

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine 
with flat (5500D-01) or cylindrical bed (5600D-01). 

SG
SG SERIES

5500D-01
5600D-01

Description:

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with flat (5500D-01) or cylindrical bed (5600D-01). Stitch 
with lower and upper interlace (including an option of the upper interlace disabling). Speed: 5,000 revolutions per minute.  
The machine is equipped with energy-efficient propulsion system – direct drive – AC Servo (including an option of needles 
positioning) embedded in the head. The standard version includes integrated energy-efficient LED lighting. QR code at every 
machine ensures convenient and immediate access to instruction and parts catalogue at any time (only smartphone with Internet 
access is required) without the need to look for technical documentation. While purchasing the machine, it is possible to purchase
additional equipment, such as binders, retractors or lighting at preferential prices.

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Application:

Advantages:

5500: flatbed interlock stitch machine
5600: cylinder bed interlock stitch machine

blank: common model
TL: rear puller device

01: basic seaming

D: Direct Drive motor

5500 01 TL

optional for cylinder bed LED lightning

SG5500D-01

SG5600D-01

SG5600D-01TL

SG5500D-01

SG5600D-01

SG5600D-01TL

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with flat 
(5500E3-01) or cylindrical bed (5600E3-01), including electromagnetic threads  
cutting function and automatic functions of pressure foot raising, needle  
positioning and wiper

SG
SG SERIES

5500E3-01
5600E3-01

Description:

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with flat (5500E3-01) or cylindrical bed 
(5600E3-01), including electromagnetic threads cutting function and automatic functions of pressure foot raising, 
needle positioning and wiper. The machine is equipped with energy-efficient propulsion system – direct drive 
– AC Servo (including an option of needles positioning) embedded in the head. The standard version includes 
integrated energy-efficient LED lighting. QR code at every machine ensures convenient and immediate access  
to instruction and parts catalogue at any time (only smartphone with Internet access is required) without the need to look 
for technical documentation. While purchasing the machine, it is possible to purchase additional equipment, such as binders, 
retractors or lighting at preferential prices.

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Application:

Advantages:

5500: flatbed interlock stitch machine
5600: cylinder bed interlock stitch machine

0: basic seaming

E3: thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper

5500 01E3

optional cylinder bed 
interlock stitch machine

auto thread trimmer intuitive panel megnetic feeding optional for auto presser lift

SG5500E3-0 SG5500E3-01 1
SG5600E3-0 SG5600E3-01 1

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine 
with flat (5500D-02) or cylindrical bed (5600D-02), intended for binding. 

SG SERIES
5500D-02
5600D-02

Description:

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with flat (5500D-02) or cylindrical bed (5600D-02), intended 
for binding. The machine is equipped with energy-efficient propulsion system – direct drive – AC Servo (including an option of 
needles positioning) embedded in the head. The standard version includes integrated energy-efficient LED lighting. QR code at 
every machine ensures convenient and immediate access to instruction and parts catalogue at any time (only smartphone with 
Internet access is required) without the need to look for technical documentation The machine is equipped with free binder of a 
selected type 123/124-K712.

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Application:

Advantages:

5500: flatbed interlock stitch machine
5600: cylinder bed interlock stitch machine

02: tape binding

D: Direct Drive motor 

5500 02D

optional cylinder bed interlock 
stitch machine

free binder of a selected type 
123/124-K712.

SG5500 SG5500D- D-02 02

SG5500 SG5500D- D-02QG 02QG

SG5600 SG5600D- D-02 02

SG5600 SG5600D- D-02TL 02TL

blank: common model
TL: rear puller device
QG: cutting device

TL

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing 
machine with cylindrical bed intended for rolling up of the lower parts

SG
SG SERIES

5600D3-35ZD 
5600E3-35ZD

Description:

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with cylindrical bed intended for rolling up of the lower 
parts, with left-sided cutter, with a system making rolling material up easier, including electromagnetic threads cutting function 
(5600E3-35ZD) or without that function (5600D-35ZD) and optionally including automatic functions of pressure foot raising, needle 
positioning and wiper. The machine is equipped with energy-efficient propulsion system – direct drive – AC Servo (including an 
option of needles positioning) embedded in the head. The standard version includes integrated energy-efficient LED lighting. 
QR code at every machine ensures convenient and immediate access to instruction and parts catalogue at any time (only 
smartphone with Internet access is required) without the need to look for technical documentation.

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Application:

Advantages:

5600: cylinder bed interlock stitch machine 01: basic sewing

D3: Direct Drive motor with thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper
E3: integrated motor  with thread trimmer, seam backtacking, thread nipper

5600 01E

optional cylinder bed interlock 
stitch machine

auto thread trimmer optional intuitive panel megnetic feeding

SG5600D3-35ZD SG5600D3-35ZD
SG5600E3-35ZD SG5600E3-35ZD

2/34 1.2-3.34/5 4.8/5.6 6

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with flat bed, 
intended for sewing elastic laces or gum to an edge of a fabric (equipped with right-sided 
fabric edge cutter). 

SG SERIES5500D-05

Description:

Interlock type, 3-needle, 5-thread double chain stitch sewing machine with flat bed, intended for sewing elastic laces or gum to        
an edge of a fabric (equipped with right-sided fabric edge cutter). Stitch with lower and upper interlace (including an option of 
upper interlace disabling). Speed: 5,000 revolutions per minute. The machine is equipped with energy-efficient propulsion system 
– direct drive – AC Servo (including an option of needles positioning) embedded in the head and a mechanical gum dispenser. 
Optionally, the machine may be equipped with Racing TFU 16-3 potiential-free gum feeder and UT2 –tape straightening mecha-
nism. The standard version includes integrated energy-efficient LED lighting. QR code at every machine ensures convenient and 
immediate access to instruction and parts catalogue at any time (only smartphone with Internet access is required) without the 
need to look for technical documentation.

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

5500: flatbed interlock stitch machine 05: mechanical tape strightening

5500 05D

mechanical tape strightening Direct Drive motor optional potential-free puller

D: Direct Drive motor 

SG5500 SG5500D- D-05 05

Application:

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

High-speed, 1-needle, lockstitch, zigzag stitching machine. This model is a high-speed zigzag stitching machine. The function of 
one step two points and three step four points function can be switched freely. It suitable for sewing underwear, bra etc. Auto 
thread trimmer, auto bar tacking, auto thread wiping, auto presser lifter etc. Function is available in this model.        

High-speed, 1-needle, lockstitch, zigzag stitching machine

SG SERIES2284N

switch for 1 step 2 points, 
3 steps 4 points

sewing width dial high quality hook high quality thread trimmer

machine series 7: auto thread trimmer AK: auto presser lifter

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Computer-controlled, high  speed, bartacking machine.  These series model equipped with auto thread trimmer, auto presser lifter, 
full automatic design enable the improvement of high efficiency. Total closed gear box make the make the model lower noise, 
lower vibration. Many patterns available within the sewing area 60mm x 5Omm.

Computer-controlled, high  speed, bartacking machine

SG SERIES1900B

optional LCD control panel 
available

electronic thread clipper 
function

total closed, oil—lubricated 
bearing box design

semi-oil lubrication needle bar

machine series

B: total closed, oil—lubricated bearing box design blank: common model
JH: heavy duty
JM: knitted material

JF: underwear
JB: large hook
XJ: elastic band

00:std. configuration
43: 40 mm x30 mm

64: 60 mm x 40 mm
65: 60 mm x 50 mm

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Computer-controlled, high speed, lockstitch, button sewing machine. These series model equipped with auto thread trimmer, 
auto presser lifter, full automatic design enable the improvement of high efficiency. Total closed gear box make the make the 
model lower noise, lower vibration.

Computer-controlled, high speed, lockstitch, button sewing machine

SG SERIES1903B

optional LCD control panel 
available

electronic thread clipper 
function

total closed, oil—lubricated 
bearing box design

semi-oil lubrication needle bar

machine series

B: total closed, oil—lubricated bearing box design K: std. configuration
997S: auto—button feeding

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

Specyfication: Specyfication:

Model description:

Advantages:

Description:

Computer-controlled, high-speed, buttonholing machine. This model is equipped 4200RPM high speed servo motor and dry-head 
mechanism structure. In addition, this model comes with LCD touch panel, which installed USB port. 120mm buttonholing is ava-
ilable and with multi-cut function, which enable its no necessary to change cutter.

Computer-controlled, high-speed, buttonholing machine

SG SERIES1790

optional LCD control panel 
available

Improved cooling systemTotal closed, oil—lubricated 
bearing box design

semi-oil lubrication needle bar

machine series A: improved version

0: presser foot length  < 70 mm
1: presser foot length 70 mm
5: presser foot length 120mm

S: weavon material
K: knitted material

ECO 
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SEWING MACHINES

www.sg-gemsy.eu
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